First Floor Repurposing Plan
Fall Creek Elementary School
Ithaca City School District

1. The following spaces are to be potentially repurposed from their original use, e.g., gymnasium or cafeteria, to classroom use.

2. No changes to HVAC, plumbing, electrical, or lighting systems are planned.

Exit Capacity - 2 Doors
Exit Width 68"/0.2"/Person = 340 Persons
26 < 340, so OK

Exit Capacity - 1 Door
Exit Width 34"/0.2"/Person = 170 Persons
13 < 170, so OK

Exit Capacity - 1 Door
Exit Width 34"/0.2"/Person = 170 Persons
13 < 170, so OK
1. The following spaces are to be potentially repurposed from their original gymnasium or cafeteria uses to classroom use.
2. No changes to HVAC, plumbing, electrical, lighting, or fire alarm systems are included.